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Abstract—In this paper, a new Hybrid Filter Bank (HFB)
architecture called Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) is pro-
posed for HFB-based A/D Converters (ADC). The TDM HFB
architecture is firstly extracted considering the TDM components
of analog input as new input vector. The TDM HFB-based
ADC is then simulated using simply-realizable analysis filters
to approve the mathematical formulation of the TDM model.
At last, the output resolutions of TDM and classical HFB-based
ADC are compared considering practical analog filters including
realization errors. It is shown that the TDM architecture is
less sensitive to the realization errors than the classical HFB.
Besides, the TDM HFB can exploit a blind technique to correct
the realization errors in opposite to the classical HFB case.
I. INTRODUCTION
The flash (or all parallel) A/D Converters (ADCs) represent
the most commonly used architecture for high speed A/D
conversion. However, the complexity of flash ADC circuit
grows exponentially with the number of bits of the resolution.
In addition, it is exceedingly difficult to integrate analog part
with a VLSI digital signal processor because of the large
ADC die size and for process bandwidth requirements [1].
The demand for A/D or D/A converters with higher speeds has
dramatically increased for realizing the new communications
concepts such as Software-Defined Radio (SDR) approach [2].
The continuous-time HFB structure using analog analysis
filters has been proposed as a suitable candidate for realizing
the wide-band ADCs (Fig. 1) [3], [4]. Employing this parallel
structure, M A/D converters are used in parallel working
at 1
MT
whereas the original analog input is supposed to be
limited to the frequency interval [− pi
T
, pi
T
]. AnM -branch HFB-
based ADC exhibits M − 1 interference terms called aliasing
at the output which restrict the output resolution like the
quantization noise. The analog HFB-based A/D converters
have exhibited a good performance (low aliasing terms) using
simply-realizable first- and second-order analysis filters and
FIR digital synthesis filters if a small ratio of oversampling is
considered. However, the related performance in the presence
of even small realization errors degrades so much [5]. It is
then necessary to somehow correct the realization errors for
having a useful HFB-based ADC. Digital techniques have been
dealt with for managing the problem of high sensitivity to the
realization errors. However, the proposed methods are limited
to some specific errors or cases [6].
The blind deconvolution techniques can be employed as a
candidate for handling the sensitivity of analog circuits to the
Fig. 1. The classical HFB-based A/D converter.
Fig. 2. The TDM architecture of HFB-based ADC. The outputs sˆ0[n], sˆ1[n],
..., and sˆM−1[n] are the estimated TDM signals.
realization errors if the output of an LTI system is sampled
at Nyquist (or a higher) rate [7]. Thus, the blind techniques
can not be employed in the case of classical HFB architecture
where an undersampling (at 1
MT
) occurs at each branch. A
new HFB structure called Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM)
architecture is proposed in this paper (Fig. 2) to which blind
deconvolution techniques can be applied. In the TDM HFB
architecture, M consecutive samples (at the Nyquist rate 1
T
)
of the original input x(t) are supposed as the new input vector
s[n]:
s[n] =


s0[n]
s1[n]
...
sM−1[n]

 =


x(n′T )
x((n′ − 1)T )
...
x((n′ − (M − 1))T )


n′=nM
(1)
where n and n′ may be supposed as the discrete-time indices
associated with the sampling rates 1
MT
and 1
T
respectively.
The TDM HFB-based ADC tries to approximate the input
vector s[n] at the output ŝ[n]. For simplicity, the quantization
noise is neglected throughout this paper [4]. The TDM HFB-
based ADC is mathematically described and extracted in next
section II. Then, considering the seven- and eight-branch
HFBs, the TDM architecture is simulated to demonstrate the
validity of proposed architecture in section III. Besides, the
performance is compared between TDM and classical HFBs.
At last, the characteristics of TDM HFB are summarized in
conclusion.
II. TDM ARCHITECTURE FOR HFB-BASED ADC
A. Discrete-time model of analysis part
Without loss of generality, the classical HFB architecture is
modeled in the discrete-time domain for conveniently extract-
ing the new TDM architecture. According to Fig. 1, the input
x(t) and analysis filters Hk(s) represent the only parameters
which are not described in the discrete-time domain. Both of
them belong to the analysis part of the HFB (see Fig. 2). The
analog input x(t) may be sampled at 1
T
without any spectral
overlapping because of Nyquist criterion. Then, x(t) can be
replaced by x[n′] in the discrete-time domain as x[n′] =
x(n′T ). To obtain the equivalent Hk(e
jω) of each analysis
filter Hk(jΩ), Nyquist criterion can again be used (that the
analog input Xk(jΩ) is band-limited to ±
pi
T
). Each Hk(jΩ)
may be substituted by a discrete-time filter Hk(e
jω) obtained
from periodically extending Hk(jΩ) considering only the
frequency interval of [−pi
T
, pi
T
] (refer to Fig. 3) [8]. If the
Fig. 3. Analog
filter H(jΩ) and
its equivalent
filter H(ejω) in
the discrete-time
domain for the
HFB structure.
continuous-time components x(t) and Hk(jΩ) are replaced
by x[n′] and Hk(e
jω), the samplers are eliminated and the
discrete-time model of analysis part is obtained. This discrete-
time model is shown in Fig. 4. Considering that model, the
objective of HFB-based A/D conversion is to reconstruct the
input x[n′] at the output.
Fig. 4. The
discrete-time
model for the
analysis part of
HFB-based A/D
converter. The only
available signals
are x0[n], x1[n],
..., and xM−1[n].
n′ and n represent
the discrete-time
indices associated
with the sampling
rates 1
T
and 1
MT
respectively.
B. TDM model of analysis part
The discrete-time model of analysis part (Fig. 4) is con-
sidered. To extract the TDM model of analysis part, the input
signal x[n′] is taken on parallel in the time-domain (refer to 1).
s[n] represents the new input vector. The Fourier transform
Sk(e
jω) of kth TDM signal sk[n] would be:
Sk(e
jω) =
1
M
e−j
ω
M
k
M−1∑
m=0
ej
2pi
M
kmX(ej
ω
M
−j 2pi
M
m) (2)
Now, it is necessary to find a description for the outputs x[n]=
[x0[n], x1[n], ..., xM−1[n]]
T of analysis part in terms of s[n].
Considering Fig. 4, xk[n] can be described as:
xk[n] =
∞∑
m=−∞
hk[m]x[n
′
−m]
∣∣∣∣
n′=Mn
=
M−1∑
r=0
∑
l
hk[Ml + r].x[M(n− l)− r]
(3)
To better reformulate 3, M intermediate digital filters hkr[n]
are defined in terms of the analysis filter hk[n
′] as follows:
hkr[n] = hk[Mn + j] 0 ≤ r ≤M − 1 (4)
Using 1 and 4, the relationship 3 may be rewritten as:
xk[n] =
M−1∑
r=0
∑
l
hkr[l].sr[n− l] =
M−1∑
r=0
hkr[n] ⋆ sr[n] (5)
where ⋆ represents the convolution operation. Then, above
relationship provides an LTI relationship between the available
signals x0[n], x1[n], ..., and xM−1[n] (the outputs of analysis
part) and the TDM input signals s0[n], s1[n], ..., and sM−1[n].
In the frequency domain, the digital filter hkr[n] may be
described as follows:
Hkr(e
jω) =
1
M
ej
ω
M
r
M−1∑
m=0
e−j
2pi
M
rmHk(e
j ω
M
−j 2pi
M
m) (6)
Using equation 5, it can be shown in the matrix form that:
x[n] = H[n] ⋆ s[n] (7)
where the vector x[n] is:
x[n] =
[
x0[n], x1[n], ..., xM−1[n]
]T
H[n] represents an M × M matrix whose (k, r)th element
is the impulse response of Hkr(e
jω). This LTI MIMO model
can be described in the frequency domain as follows:
X(ejω) = H(ejω)S(ejω) (8)
Accordingly, an LTI MIMO model is obtained for the analysis
part of HFB structure using the available x[n] and TDM
signals s[n] as the output and input respectively. The TDM
model of analysis part is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Model of analysis part of HFB on the basis of TDM inputs.
III. SIMULATING THE TDM HFB-BASED ADC
A. Design of synthesis stage
Considering the MIMO TDM model of analysis part
(Fig. 5), a MIMO configuration for the HFB-based A/D
converter may be obtained (Fig. 2). A matrix F(ejω) of
digital synthesis filters is used to reconstruct the input vector
s[n] of analysis filters matrix H(ejω). According to practical
constraints, the analog analysis filters are firstly selected and
fixed. Then, the synthesis filters F(ejω) are realized by FIR
digital filters since H(ejω) is obtained from analog analysis
filters (refer to 6). The frequency response Ŝ(ejω) of the output
vector ŝ[n] (see Fig. 2) may be described in terms of the input
vector S(ejω) as follows:
Ŝ(ejω) = T(ejω)S(ejω) = F(ejω)H(ejω)S(ejω) (9)
where T(ejω) is a matrix containing distortion and Inter-
Channel Interference (ICI) terms. The estimated value ŝk[n]
of kth TDM signal sk[n] may be developed in the frequency
domain as following:
Ŝk(e
jω) = Tk,k(e
jω)Sk(e
jω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Distortion term
+
M−1∑
m=0,m6=k
Tk,m(e
jω)Sm(e
jω)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ICI terms
Fig. 6. Distortion
and ICI terms
of fourth TDM
component s3[n]
in dB versus
normalized
frequency for a
seven-branch HFB.
The FIR synthesis
filters consist of 64
coefficients.
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Fig. 7. Distortion
and ICI terms
of fourth TDM
component
s3[n] in dB
versus normalized
frequency for an
eight-branch HFB.
The FIR synthesis
filters include 64
coefficients.
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Tkk(e
jω) stands for the distortion function related to the input
component Sk(e
jω). The otherM−1 elements of (k)th row of
T(ejω) represent the related ICI functions. The ICI elements
are desired to be ideally null. Then, the Perfect Reconstruction
(PR) equations at each frequency ω will be:
F(ejω).H(ejω) = I.e−jωnd (10)
where I represents the identity matrix (M × M ) and nd
stands for an arbitrary delay. nd is considered for maintaining
the causality. Using PR equations, the frequency response of
synthesis filters can be obtained at ω as:
F(ejω) = e−jωndH−1(ejω) (11)
Having the frequency responses, the synthesis filters may then
be approximated using FIR digital filters.
B. Simulation results
The analysis filter bank is supposed to include simply-
realizable second-order RLC circuits except a first-order RC
circuit as low-pass filter. The passing band of analysis filters
are assumed to be constant. Considering seven- and eight-
branch HFB structures (M = 7, 8), the distortion and ICI
terms related to the TDM signal s3[n] are shown in Fig. 7
and 6 respectively. It may be seen that the ICI terms degrade
around the frequencies of zero and ±π for the even and odd
number of branches respectively.
To improve the performance of TDM architecture, a Guard
Band (GB) may be used at low or high frequencies depending
on the number of branches. If the number M of branches
Fig. 8. ICI
terms of fourth
TDM component
s3[n] in dB
versus normalized
frequency for a
seven-branch HFB.
The FIR synthesis
filters include 64
and 128 coefficients.
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is odd, a percentage of the spectrum related to each TDM
signal is allocated to the GB at the high frequencies. It
means each TDM signal would be considered at the spectrum
interval [−(1 − α)π, (1 − α)π] where α represents the ratio
of GB to the whole spectrum 2π. In the even case, the GB is
accommodated near the low frequencies. In other words, each
TDM signal would include no information at the frequency
interval [−απ, απ]. Fig. 8 exhibits the ICI terms related to
the TDM signal s3[n] of a seven-branch HFB considering
a GB ratio of 7%. The FIR synthesis filters have 128 and
64 coefficients. To better show the performance improvement
by using GB, table I provides the distortion and ICI mean
values for the seven- and eight-branch TDM HFB structures
considering 64 and 128 coefficients at each FIR synthesis
filter. The performance has apparently improved by using a
GB ratio of 7%. To compare the performance of TDM HFB
TABLE I
THE ICI AND DISTORTION AVERAGES FOR THE SEVEN- AND
EIGHT-BRANCH TDM HFB STRUCTURES CONSIDERING L = 64 AND
L = 128.
with the classical one, the output resolution of HFB structures
is simulated in presence of realization errors. Applying a
sinusoidal signal at the frequency ω◦ =
0.5pi
8T
as the input,
Fig. 9 shows the output resolution (in bits) of the classical
and TDM HFBs versus the realization errors. An oversampling
ratio of 7% is used for the classical HFB. If Post-Filtering (PF)
is applied for eliminating the oversampling and GB spectral
areas in the classical and TDM cases respectively, the TDM
HFB architecture is associated with a performance of 3 bits
better than the one related to the classical HFB in the presence
of realization errors. It means that the TDM HFB is less
sensitive than the classical one to the realization errors in the
case of sinusoidal input. If GB spectral areas are not filtered
Fig. 9. The output
resolution of the
classical (in red)
and TDM (in blue)
HFB architectures
versus the relative
realization errors.
A sinusoidal signal
is the input. PF
represents the Post-
Filtering process.
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out in the TDM HFB, it leads to the same resolution that a
classical HFB may provide with eliminating the oversampling
band. This shows that the TDM HFB architecture may provide
at worst case (meaning without PF) the same performance that
the classical one.
IV. CONCLUSION
A new HFB architecture called TDM is proposed for A/D
conversion in this paper. The TDM HFB is mathematically
described and the related design method is explained. Sim-
ulating the TDM HFB-based A/D converter, an acceptable
performance in terms of ICI interferences is obtained if some
percents of TDM components is allocated to GB. The output
resolution of TDM HFB-based ADC is better than the classical
one in the presence of realization errors of analysis filter bank.
Besides, the TDM HFB architecture can exploit the blind
techniques such as deconvolution for correcting the realization
errors since the related inputs-outputs are associated by an LTI
system without any decimation. In the classical HFB case, this
is not possible because of undersampling process between the
related input-output. The TDM HFB may be interesting for the
Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) applications such as
mobile communication systems.
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